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a b s t r a c t 

Nowadays, mashups applications are growing in popularity. They are accessible by cross-device applications, 
supporting multiple forms of interaction in cloud environments. In general, mashups manage a huge amount 
of heterogeneous data from different sources and handle different kinds of users. In this respect, mashup User 
Interfaces are becoming one of the most important pieces in many kinds of current management systems, such 
as for certain geographic or environmental information systems working on the Internet. In this type of systems, 
the user interface plays a particular role due to the huge variety of components or apps that the users need to 
manage at the same time. However, currently, there has been scant attention paid to the management of the 
user ’s interaction with mashups interfaces. This goal involves the need of having important, well-constructed 
tools and methods conducting the data acquisition process for managing properly: (a) the interaction over the 
mashup user interfaces, at the front-end side; (b) the storage of the interaction in relational databases; and (c) 
well-supported microservices structures handled in the cloud. The fact of having valuable and flexible data ac- 
quisition processes encourages the deployment of others important issues of the interaction management, i.e., 
data searching, data mining, marketing, security, accessibility, usability or traceability of interaction data, among 
others. In this article, we present a flexible Data Acquisition System capable of capturing the human-computer in- 
teractions performed by users over mashup (User) Interfaces with the aim of storing them in a relational database. 
Firstly, the morphology of traditional mashup applications, their specifications and the relevant information that 
surrounds an interaction have been studied. Thereupon, a data acquisition system that stores user interaction 
on mashup based on such specifications was constructed. To achieve that purpose, an architecture of microser- 
vices was also designed in the cloud to detect, acquire, and collect the interactions performed over this kind of 
interfaces. The whole process is ready for acquiring internal data of the information system as well as context 
information and location awareness. To validate the data acquisition system, some tests on empirical case studies 
have been developed. Efficiency and effectiveness have also been determined by evaluating the performance of 
the acquisition system during different load tests. Finally, in order to ensure the software quality, a continuous 
integration strategy for software development and an easy management of the code have been used, facilitating 
the software maintenance alongside the microservice architecture, where functionalities are well encapsulated. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Data is taking an important role in the proper behavior of informa-
ion systems, since data is becoming a key factor in many projects, of-
ering the opportunity to analyze human behavior in different areas of
ctivity with high reliability by evaluating large-scale data. Specifica-
ions of human behavior are not easy to model, not only because of the
uman nature itself but also because today ’s information systems can
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e accessed through heterogeneous devices (e.g., computers, laptops,
ablets or smart phones) receiving interaction from different sources
uch as mouse, keyboard, gestural interfaces or voice recognition (Natu-
al User Interaction, NUI) or emerging technologies, e.g., virtual reality
VR), wearables and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions. 

Data sources are widespread in every aspect of our daily life. Click
treams from Web visitors, supermarket transactions and operations,
eadings from all kinds of sensors, video camera footages, GPS trails or
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ocial media interactions, among others, are examples of the enormous
mount of data being generated around the clock. The volume of busi-
ess data worldwide, across all companies, doubles every 1.2 years [38] .
s a consequence, the use of software processes and big data [13] tech-
iques to manage all that data is necessary. In addition, there are certain
ircumstances around one interaction with the user interface that affect
he way humans behave. In particular, we focus our work on the context
nformation. Bearing in mind this context information when designing
oftware to acquire interaction data from the user interface, we can find
ifferent kinds of interaction data generated by: (a) the information sys-
ems themselves and their users; (b) external third-party components
nteracting with information systems; or (c) the environment that is ac-
uired by the information systems as context information. 

Data management is not always an easy task. Fortunately, today
e have tools that make work easier when dealing with data in differ-

nt stages, from data acquisition to further analysis through data pre-
rocessing. Cloud computing and big data are good examples. Cloud
omputing focuses on offering us services such as data storage, comput-
ng, redundancy, reliability and security for sharing network resources
47] . That makes data available at any time through any Internet-
nabled device. Big data is necessary given the need to handle large
olumes of data. Generally, such data may become unmanageable, and
t may come from different sources and be heterogeneous and complex
o process. Furthermore, in many cases, data is generated very quickly,
hich makes real-time processing difficult. 

On the other hand, data acquisition processes [14] are becoming an
mportant task in every information system project, where new stan-
ards and methods are emerging to facilitate the information manage-
ent. The acquisition of data [2,67] using different techniques and tools

s common in both social and business environments [39] , specially in
ynamic context aware application systems. New software architectures
r methodologies to model, extract and process data according to some
lear specifications have been designed. They include a proper valida-
ion of the software developed to that effect, using empirical case studies
s close as possible to real cases, to prove the proper performance of the
oftware designed and deployed as well as its quality. 

Component-based architecture development is becoming popular
nd it is being increasingly used in software projects. Although they
re appearing new technologies to deal with component-based develop-
ent such as Polymer, React or Angular, the problem of analyzing the
ser behavior in these kinds of interfaces is not yet resolved. With the
ise of big data and considering that commercial software applications
end to customize user interfaces to improve the users ’ experience, the
opic of extracting the user behavior from these component-based soft-
are applications is becoming trendy. For that reason, we think it is

mportant to work on strategies that deal with this issue. 
This article focuses on the acquisition of the interaction data of users

nd mashup interfaces [20,22] . There is an extraordinary potential in
nalyzing the interaction performed in mashup interfaces. In that sense,
he way that the interaction is stored is also important. We pay special
ttention to graphical user interfaces in this article but mashup appli-
ation are not only graphical, they are applied in other areas, such as
nternet of Things (IoT) [30] . 

As far as we are concerned, we can state that modern mashup soft-
are applications lack a proper system to extract, acquire and store the
sers ’ interaction with its user interfaces. Our aim is to propose a data
cquisition system capable of capturing the user interaction in these
ashup interfaces for multiples purposes. Our working hypothesis is

hat it is feasible to create a data acquisition system capable of stor-
ng the users ’ interaction in a transparent way without compromising
heir user experience. We can objectively measure this by analyzing the
erformance of the users ’ interactions after the deployment of the acqui-
ition system (in seconds) and comparing its performance with others
eal mashup applications in the market. If the goal of capturing the in-
eraction in a reasonable amount of time without any detriment of the
2 
nd-user experience is achieved, we can validate the working hypothe-
is. 

In this article, we present a data acquisition system for mashup user
nterfaces in order to extract, receive, manage and pre-process the user ’s
nteraction (illustrated in Fig. 1 ). For that objective, we designed a
roper data structure to allocate and store the interaction generated by
sers in the front-end of the system, i.e., the client mashup interface. In
his regard, we defined a relational database schema to store the whole
nteraction data. To validate the data acquisition system, we present
n empirical case study ENIA [33] , a mashup graphical user interface
or environmental management of the Andalusia Environmental Infor-
ation Network [65] , a public organization belonging to the Andalusia
egional Government (Spain). Several user profiles and component cat-
gories exist in the ENIA interface. Examples of these components in-
lude: natural areas, wetlands or biosphere reserves, positioned within
aps. ENIA user interfaces are adapted at run-time by applying a model

ransformation process which is generated dynamically from a set of
ules. This process is described in [20] and the goal of the current paper
s to improve it from the captured user interaction. Therefore, the pur-
ose of the proposed solution is to provide a flexible data acquisition
ystem which enables a proper mechanism of interaction storage (see
ig. 1 ). 

As far as the authors are aware, there are no similar works in the
iterature of mashup User-Interfaces that address the problem of cap-
uring the human-computer interactions performed by users over the
ashup interfaces through a flexible data acquisition system with the
im of storing such interactions in a relational database. In addition, to
ccomplish this task, an architecture made up of microservices has been
esigned and deployed in a real cloud environment, making the data
cquisition process very flexible. 

In summary, the main contributions of this article are the follow-
ng: (a) Capture human-computer interactions from component-based
mashups) user interfaces distributed in cross-device applications and
tore them into a relational database; (b) Design and deploy a microser-
ice architecture capable of ensuring the software quality by encapsu-
ating the functionality, and facilitating the software design, implemen-
ation and maintenance. We describe a Cloud infrastructure (storage,
atabase, runtime environment, etc.) capable of managing the data ac-
uisition system; (c) Provide a real case study to validate the data acqui-
ition system through deploying the proposed architecture. Some exper-
ments have been designed according to real usage of the applications
nd load tests have been applied to measure its efficiency and effective-
ess. 

Once the interaction data is stored in a relational database, the uses
f that information are many, for instance: 

a) Data Searching . The interaction actions performed by users are al-
ways preserved because it represents a way of data persistence. They
can be accessed at any time and not likely to be modified. 

b) Data Mining . Discovering of patterns in large datasets created from
the stored data is highly advisable. Through artificial intelligence,
statistics or machine learning algorithms, the user behavior can be
analyzed. 

c) Marketing . The interaction data can be handled for marketing pur-
poses including promotional activities, analysis, surveys or adver-
tising. Besides, it can also promote new released version of mashup
interfaces. 

d) Security . The data stored can be secured using Role-Based Access
Control as well as provide user identification for every action per-
formed in the information system. Intrusion defense systems (IDS)
and intrusion prevention systems (IPS) can be set up based on the
storage data. 

e) Accessibility . Through data stored, it is possible to study how to de-
velop more accessible mashup designs or to create assistive technol-
ogy in order to improve the quality of life of certain disabled people
having new forms of accessing and interact with mashup interfaces. 
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Fig. 1. Proposal of data acquisition to store the interactions on mashup user interfaces. 
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f) Usability . The stored interaction data can help developers to im-
prove the design and the features of the information systems increas-
ing the effectiveness of the application interacting with users. 

g) Traceability . Verify all the steps performed by users when interact-
ing with the information system. It facilitates the ability to chrono-
logically reconstruct the actions performed by users. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
ome related projects in user interface design and data acquisition.
ection 3 describes the morphology of mashup user interfaces extended
o the ENIA mashup case. It also proposes a relational database to store
he interaction. Section 4 defines in-depth the proposed data acquisition
ystem and explains the adaptation of this process to the case study. It
lso discusses a microservice architecture to deploy the data acquisi-
ion process. The cloud infrastructure used for the deployment and its
calability rules are described in Section 5 . The load tests, conducted to
alidate the data acquisition process, are fully described and their re-
ults analyzed. Finally, some conclusions and further considerations are
ummarized in Section 6 . 

. Related works 

The user interface design has been explored in the communities of
uman-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Software Engineering (SE). User

nterface design is a software development task which has been deeply
tudied from the early years of computer software development [54] .
ue to the increasingly complexity applications, the user interface de-

ign has become a more difficult task in which many artifacts and soft-
are components are required. Many proposals of software architectures

e.g., MVC [11] , ARCH [8] or PAC Amodeus [19] among others) pro-
ose guidelines about how the user interface design, the interaction and
he implementation should be carried out. However, the user interface
esign involves the use of different techniques to model some visual,
tructural, collaborative, or interaction issues, but also those related to
he acquisition and storage tasks becoming of the user interaction. In ad-
ition, user interface design methods involve user participation during
3 
he information gathering phases, user interface design and user inter-
ace evaluation. 

Modeling of user interfaces consists of the specification of the user
nterfaces through declarative and visual models that describe multi-
le perspectives and artifacts involved in the development of the user
nterface (visual, behavior, collaboration, user, interaction, acquisition,
torage, among others). There are common kind of models used in most
pproaches in the literature of user interface interaction development,
hat are: task, domain, user, dialogue and presentation models . 

Task models specify what tasks the user will carry out on the user in-
erface. Tasks are decomposed in subtasks in order to describe the steps
o accomplish a given task. Task models very often include functional re-
uirements and user interface tasks. They also include non-functional re-
uirements like time response. Some of the most well-known approaches
or task models are textual methods like GOMS ( Goals, Operators, Meth-

ds, Selection rules ) [57] and formal methods like ConcurTaskTrees [52] .
The domain model describes the objects that interact in each task

etected in the task model. Although some approaches use the en-

ity/relationship diagram [10] , most of them use class diagrams [58] .
bjects can be classified [63] into interaction objects (i.e. UI compo-
ents), and domain/application objects (i.e. non-UI objects) representing
atabases or external devices . 

The user model describes user ’s requirements: preferences, informa-
ion, devices owned, context, etc. Each user is identified with a role . The
urpose of the user model is to provide an appropriate user interface for
he user requirements. The user model is used to personalize and/or
dapt the interface for the user. 

The dialogue model describes the communication between the user
nd the user interface. Basically, it describes how the user introduces
nput data , how the user interacts with the user interface, and how the
ser interface shows output data . There are some approaches that use
iagrams like petri nets [24] , statecharts [63] or activity diagrams [43] .
n modern user interfaces like those based on hypertext with dynamic

ontent , the dialogue model is replaced by the navigational model where
he user can navigate through different web ( on-the-fly generated ) pages
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Table 1 

User Interface Development (w.r.t. interaction & acquisition). 

Name Diagrams Models Technology 

TRIDENT Entity relationship diagrams and 
Activity chaining graphs 

Task & Presentation Models, User interface Prototypes WIMP 

TERESA CTT Task Models, User interface Prototypes WIMP/Web 
WISDOM Use case diagram, Class diagram, 

Activity diagrams and CTT 
Business, Domain, Dialogue & Presentation Models, User interface 
Prototypes 

WIMP/Web 

IDEAS Sequence diagrams, Class diagram 

and Statecharts 
Task, Presentation, Domain & Dialogue Models, User interface 
Prototypes 

WIMP 

ENIA (Our proposal) BPMN diagrams Task, Dialogue & Presentation Models, User interface Prototypes Mashups 
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ollowing hyperlinks . In most cases statecharts are used for modeling web
avigation [77] . 

The presentation model represents the user interface. It describes the
ser interface components and its layout. There are some approaches
10,63,76] that offer both an abstract model and a concrete model. The
bstract model describes abstract objects of interaction and the concrete
odel describes concrete objects for different platforms. 

The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [72] provides sys-
em architects working on analysis and design (A&D) with one well-
onsistent language for specifying, visualizing , and documenting the be-
aviour of software systems, as well as for business modeling. The user
nterface, as a significant part of most applications, can be modeled us-
ng BPMN. 

On the other hand, and regarding the level of complexity of the user
nterface, there are many works in the literature. Most proposal model
re WIMP ( Windows, Icons, Mouse, Pointers ) interfaces [3] . However,
here are some other proposals [40,77] concerned with the design of
odern user interfaces (Post-WIMP interfaces) based on hypertext with

ynamic content: client and server side applications , and on-the-fly page gen-

ration . There are some works [1,9,12,64,70] in XML-based representa-

ion and manipulation of interaction and acquisition data . Recently, we
ave the mashup User Interfaces, the focus of the present work. Table 1
ummarizes a comparison between these user interface perspectives and
ur ENIA proposal. 

TRIDENT ( Tools foR an Interactive Development ENvironmenT ) [10] is
 proposal for an environment of the development of highly interactive
pplications. User interfaces are generated in an automatic or quasi-
utomatic way. The task model of TRIDENT uses the entity/relationship

odel together with the so-called activity chaining graphs . The presenta-
ion model is based on abstract and concrete interaction objects, presen-
ation units and logical windows. 

TERESA ( Transformation Environment for InteRactivE System Represen-

Ations ) [9] is a tool designed for the generation of user interfaces for
ultiple platforms from task models designed with ConcurTaskTrees .
oncurTaskTrees (CTT) [52] is a tool based on the formal language
OTOS for analysis and generation of user interfaces from task mod-
ls. CTT is a formal and visual language for task specification in which
emporal and concurrency relationships can be specified. There are four
inds of tasks in CTT: user tasks, application tasks, interaction tasks and
bstract tasks (which are decomposed in concrete tasks). CTT permits
he description of complex user interfaces in which multiple users and
oncurrent tasks can be carried out. 

Partially based on UML, WISDOM ( Whitewater Interactive System De-

elopment with Object Models ) [58] is a proposal for user interface mod-
ling. WISDOM uses UML but the authors have also adopted the Con-
urTaskTrees. The domain model captures the objects and the business
odel describes each user task and entities involved in such tasks. The

usiness model in WISDOM is represented by the UML use case model
nd the domain model by a stereotyped class diagram. Use case model
s completed by activity diagrams in order to describe the services that
he system offers its users. The design model offers a gap between the
pplication level and the user interface. The dialogue model is specified
4 
y means of ConcurTaskTrees. In WISDOM there are also interaction
nd presentation models. The presentation model describes the user in-
erface with stereotyped constructors to describe the structure and nav-
gation through the objects. 

Finally, IDEAS ( Interface Development Environment within OASIS )
51] is also a UML-based technique for the specification of user inter-
aces in UML and the OASIS ( Open and Active Specification of Information

ystems ) specification language. The task model is based on sequence
iagrams. The domain model is the class diagram. The dialogue model
ses statecharts: transitions can model several windows (dialogue inter-
ction diagrams) and internal transitions in each window. IDEAS can
lso specify an abstract user interface with components. 

Regardless of technology, nowadays, a large number of informa-
ion systems are interested in acquiring the user interaction through
heir User Interfaces to learn from them and offer better user ’s expe-
iences. Most of these information systems require not only data from
he inside in order to work properly, but data acquired from the envi-
onment analyzed in real (run) time. In most cases, context informa-
ion helps to understand the human behavior when using a user inter-
ace. This context information is collected by multiple sensors or by ac-
essing external web services with related data. The fields in which the
ata acquisition process to obtains user interaction with human-machine
nterfaces are vital; we can highlight robotics, medicine, social envi-
onments, industrial applications or business, among others. Moreover,
heir goals are multiple, as can be seen in the related works provided. 

In [78] the authors have developed a framework to acquire data
rom robot skin. As robotics system evolves, they present a standard
ystem where real-time data can be obtained. Its behavior is analyzed,
ot only for the proper functioning of the robot but with the aim of ex-
mining the consequences of its acts. In [42] a scalable data acquisition
rchitecture in Web-Based IoT (Internet of Things) interfaces has been
eveloped. It acquires the data of IoT sensors and also presents a scal-
ble distributed architecture, capable of managing emergencies, which
resents a dilemma in system design, in real-time. In [60] the authors
onducted a study to identify the important aspects of the user interac-
ion with everyday lighting. This study analyses interaction styles that
escribe a general way of interacting with a lighting system and present
 model that provides the basis for the design of new interfaces. 

In other study, an information-rich server logs captured through a
eb-based platform for participatory transportation planning was used

n [71] . The goal was to identify groups of users who use similar patterns
nd also to evaluate complex software systems beyond the common ap-
roach of soliciting user satisfaction. The groups of users were derived
hrough multiple sequence alignment and hierarchical cluster analysis.
n works carried out in [23,37,79] the authors studied user behaviors on
earch engines. In [79] the authors retrieved data from web cache and
uery logs so that they could optimize the cache data to obtain better
esults in future searches. In [23] the authors focused on young people
ecause the data acquired by search engines logs show that the results
iven are significantly less accurate. Finally, in [37] the authors saved
ata regarding cognitive styles to study how these parameters affect
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sentences. 
he results expected by users of search engines with different cognitive
tyles. 

Related to graphical user interfaces (GUI), in [34] the authors used a
ata acquisition process, adapted in mobile devices, to study the users ’
ehavior in smaller screens; with these data they feed a genetic algo-
ithm that predicts their behavior. In [29] the authors have modeled
he behavior of users while using Web Map Tile Services (a tool used to
isualize geospatial public data). This type of services consumes a big
mount of data when they use geospatial information. The data usage of
hese services is stored by a data acquisition process for further analysis;
hus, they can predict when users are going to require heavy services and
nticipate fetching data for those purposes. Due to poor user interface
esigns or the lack of consistence with the context, in [80] was investi-
ated user interactions over an electronic health records system. Users
howed consistent UI navigational patterns, some of which were not an-
icipated by system designers or the clinic management. Awareness of
uch unanticipated patterns is used to identify undesirable user behavior
s well as create better designs for improving the system ’s usability. 

In some works, such as in [68] , the authors presented an approach to-
ards the analysis of users ’ states in social and human computer interac-

ion based on behavioral cues. The temporal and dynamic integration of
heir occurrences, and its evolution based on a Markov model sequence,
elps to infer the underlying subject state. In other work [31] the author
ses some human-computer interaction perspectives to enable user iden-
ification by analyzing the user interaction behavior using some indica-
ors such as number of mouse moves, mouse wheel usage and number
f keystrokes followed by the number of mouse clicks. 

However, as a result of our research there are not in the bibliography
ny strategy or approach for acquiring the user interaction in user in-
erfaces created using mashup technology as well as we are aware there
xists no work that deals with storing that user interaction. 

For that reason, we propose a flexible data acquisition system for
toring the interaction on mashup user interfaces. As we cannot compare
ur approach with any existing solution, we validate our proposal by
onducting experiments to determine (1) Measuring the data acquisition
ystem performance (including the time of storing the interaction) and
2) Analyzing the mashup application performance compared with other
ashup solutions in the market. 

According to the mashup user interface literature, there are many
xamples of commercial component-based interfaces in the industry.
owadays, mashup interfaces (or graphical component-based inter-

aces) are widespread in commercial software, particularly in Web ap-
lications [32] . Geckoboard [28] is a KPI dashboard surface where users
an visualize and work with their most important business data in real-
ime focusing on sales, marketing or operations among other features.
yfe [21] allows users to build their own dashboard by adding pieces of

nformation through social media, analytics, sales, finance or project
anagement components, among others. On the other hand, MyYa-
oo [55] is a customizable page with news, stock quotes, weather, and
any other features. Netvibes [56] analyzes and acts on all the data

hat matters to a brand or business through customized components.
able 2 summarizes a comparative overview of the main features for
hose mashup applications described above. 

There are others examples of mashup user interfaces in the liter-
ture; in [45] the authors review some of them, e.g., iGoogle, Yahoo!

ipes, OpenKapow, Apple Dashboards or PopFly . The authors present a
isual composition framework that allow end-users customize applica-
ions. In other work, [46] , they have studied how end-users with no
rogramming knowledge fail in the customization of their own mashup
pplications; they studied special factors from industrial applications to
ncorporate them in mashup applications. 

None of the mentioned works propose a strategy for acquiring or
toring the user interaction in mashup user interfaces. We suppose that
ommercial mashup applications may deal with the problem of acquir-
ng and storing the interaction data for their own purposes but if they
5 
o, it is not possible to know how they solve the problem because being
n internal process, we cannot analyze it. 

. Mashups: User interfaces as-a-service 

Mashups applications are a widely accepted strategy for the integra-
ion and combination of services. A mashup [32] , is a specific type of
oftware that is intended to group services from different sources in the
ame application. By definition, Mashup User Interface [22] , is the part
f the mashup application that interacts directly with users. As such, it
ntegrates one or more components from one or more sources to cre-
te a unique User Interface (UI) that combines different components that
ight (or not) have any relationship among them. There are different

ntegration possibilities, for instance in [44] the authors proposed an
rchitecture for composing enterprise mashup components. 

This section explains in detail how mashup user interfaces are com-
osed, with a focus on mashup GUIs ( Graphical User Interfaces ). A stan-
ard interface that covers all the common aspects of mashups has been
onsidered. There are many more features available in this kind of in-
erfaces but all of them have some core elements and operations, which
ave been taken into account in this morphology definition. Next, we
ill introduce the mashup GUI case study (ENIA), which has many more

eatures that need to be highlighted. Moreover, a morphology definition
s also provided for that specific GUI. 

.1. Mashup Morphology: the ENIA mashup case 

Fig. 2 conceptually presents a component-based user interface well-
nown in the User Interface literature as mashup UI (to simplify, in some
ases is only mentioned as mashup ). Basically, most of the mashups
tudied share some core elements [26] as represented in Fig. 2 . A
ashup contains a set of services , which represent the collection of

apabilities provided by the application to the users. Generally, services
re offered in a service menu . Users can navigate through this menu
o find the services they may need. Usually, this menu is categorized
nd grouped by types of services and it has some search tools to locate
hem directly. A service can be instantiated into a component inside
 workspace in which the users interact with the functionality. Thus,
hen a user adds a service to the workspace, it is automatically trans-

ormed into a component. A component is a service that is being used
y a user at a certain moment. When a component is instantiated, a
et of attributes (e.g., width, height or position) is assigned to it. Users
re allowed to perform some kinds of operations over the components,
uch as resize, move or delete, among others. A more precise study of
rdinary mashup morphology is analyzed in [26] . 

A validation of the data acquisition system is incorporated in this
rticle. For that purpose, the method proposed is currently being ap-
lied in a real project called ENIA that will be shown as a case study.
NIA ( ENvironmental Information Agent ) is a mashup component-based
raphical user interface for environmental management used by the An-
alusian Environmental Information Network [65] , a public organiza-
ion that belongs to the Andalusian Regional Government (Spain). Fig. 3
hows a real screenshot of ENIA mashup User Interface 1 that contains
our components located in the workspace, namely, two map compo-
ents, an implementation of a Twitter component, and a weather com-
onent. At the left side, the mashup shows a service menu. In the fol-
owing sentences we will explain the main features of this kind of par-
icular mashup. ENIA possesses all the characteristics of an ordinary
ashup user interface [26] , i.e., services, components, a workspace, a

et of operations and a service menu, and extends its behavior to accom-
odate other important features that will be explained in the following
1 ENIA mashup UI: http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/ . 

http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/
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Table 2 

Comparison among mashup applications. 

Features ENIA Geckoboard Cyfe MyYahoo Netvibes 

Free Account ✓ ✓
Payment Account ✓ ✓ ✓
Add component ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Add custom components ✓ ✓
Delete component ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Maximize/Minimize components ✓
Move components ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Resize Components ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
More than 1 dashboard ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Share dashboard ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Context Information ✓
Group/Ungroup components ✓ ✓ ✓

Fig. 2. Conceptual design of a component-based web application. 
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ENIA is a test scenario with the structure of a common mashup web
pplication but its dashboards and widgets are implemented follow-
ng specific architectural and component models. These models are de-
cribed in our previous research works [20,75] as technology-agnostic
nd platform-independent and they have been validated with W3C wid-
ets in the web domain [75] . Nevertheless, other web technologies such
s AngularJS or Polymer can be used to implement these component-
ased applications if the required constraints and considerations are
aken into account (for example, to enable the communication between
omponents through web sockets). As an example of applying the com-
onent model approach using Polymer technology can be seen in [5] . 

COTSget . A notable new feature of ENIA is that two or more compo-
ents can be grouped together and share their location in the workspace.
hus, it is necessary to create a container element that we called as COTS-
et whose meaning refers to a combination of terms COTS ( Commercial

ff-the-Shelf Components , a way of referring to third-party components)
nd gadgets components (a software artifact that encapsulates the func-
ionality needed to perform a task). This new feature arises from the
eed to position in the same place data from two different sources, e.g.,
 map component having real-time information about beach water tem-
erature in Andalusia and another one having information about acces-
ible beaches for people in a wheelchair in Andalusia. It could be useful
hat in the same map the information of the two components can be
ombined to facilitate tourists in a wheelchair to visit accessible beaches
here the water temperature is nice. COTSgets are graphical component

ontainers. So that, when a component is added into the workspace, the
ashup automatically creates a COTSget (container) and the component

s placed within it. When a new component is added to the same place
s the one occupied by another component, both components will be su-
6 
erposed and will be contained in the same COTSget. One COTSget can
ontain as many components as necessary provided that the services in-
tantiated have the attribute 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 . Otherwise, the group will
ot take place, creating a new COTSget to contain the new component
dded. Therefore, a COTSget may contain a non groupable component
r a collection of groupable components. 

Repositories and Origin of the Components . It may seem that
omponents are in a single repository but ENIA, like others commer-
ial mashup application agglutinates components from different sources.
t means that services from the ENIA organization itself and services
rom others third-party applications can be encapsulated and added to
he components repository. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4 , the repository
oes not consist of a particular type of isolated components but a set
f encapsulated components from multiple sources. Also, the types of
omponents hosted in the repository are not only web components. The
omponent-based architecture that sustains ENIA, the COScore infras-
ructure that will be discussed later, support not only web but other
ypes of components that includes, for example, home-automation com-
onents. 

Group and Ungroup Components . The creation of the COTSget el-
ment is due to the need of grouping and ungrouping components. In
NIA, an instantiated service could be groupable or non-groupable. A
pecial type of service in ENIA are OGC ( Open Geospatial Consortium )
61] services. OGC services have geospatial information that is placed
nto a map offering the possibility of combining two or more of these ser-
ices to create elaborate new information. The top panel of Fig. 5 shows
 real screenshot of the ENIA mashup UI that contains three compo-
ents grouped in a single COTSget. The figure shows a base map placed
n the south west area of Spain where a component with information
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Fig. 3. ENIA mashup UI screenshot. 

Fig. 4. Repository with components from multiple sources. 
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f geographical parks (red contour) and a component with informa-
ion of cuttle roads (green lines) are contained in the same COTSget.
his kind of overlays can provide useful information. In this example, it

s possible to visualize the areas where cuttle roads cross geo parks.
he bottom half of Fig. 5 illustrates the same three components in-
tantiated before but, in this case, they are not grouped in the same
OTSget. Thus, we can compare the difference between visualizing the
ame three components apart and grouped in a COTSget as well as we
7 
an appreciate the benefits of using COTSgets. The possibility of group-
ng and ungrouping components leads to the appearance of new oper-
tions such as Group , Ungroup , AddGroup , UngroupGroup and
ngroupDelete , which will be further explained in next section. 

Multiple instantiation of a service . A special feature of ENIA
ashup is that it allows a service to be instantiated several times. This
eans that more than one component instantiated from the same service

an coexist in the workspace. This feature is very useful in some cases.
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Fig. 5. Workspace with a COTSget that contains three grouped components (top) and the same three components ungrouped (bottom). 
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et us suppose that we want to compare the information provided by an
GC service in two different geographic areas. It is easy to instantiate

he same service twice in two different COTSgets and place them side
y side so that they could be observed at the same time. For example,
he “biosphere reserves ” service can be instantiated twice, for instance
ne in the Almeria area (southeast of Spain) and the other one in Seville
rea (southwest of Spain). As they could be placed together, it would
e easy to see their outline and know which one has a bigger biosphere
eserve area. 

Maximize and Minimize COTSget . The ENIA mashup user interface
llow us to maximize and minimize COTSget. Maximize can enlarge a
OTSget to be shown full screen. Minimize returns a COTSget that has
reviously been maximized to full screen to its original size and position.
his causes new operations to surface like Maximize and Minimize ,
hich will be further explained. 

Users Information . Registered and guest users can get access to
NIA mashup application. When a user does not identify himself, the
ystem treats him/her as a guest user. In order to be registered, users
ave to provide some information to the system such as the name ,
urname , birth date , address , city , country and email
ddress . They are also categorized by their user profile in the applica-

ion. ENIA has two hierarchical levels of profiles: userType and userSub-

ype . The userType profile is the first categorization line and it accepts
eneral kinds of users such as tourist , farmer or politician ,
ll of them being real user types in ENIA. The userSubType field goes
urther in the way of classifying users. It acts as branches of the par-
nt category, userType . A user type tourist can have user subtypes
uch as culture , nature , health , party or religion . A user
ype farmer can have user subtypes such as irrigation , dry or
reenhouses . It is possible to dynamically add or delete user types
nd subtypes profiles. 
8 
Services Information . Services are divided according to some prop-
rties like category and section . These properties allow the
ashup application to properly categorize the services collection, and
elp the users to find and use them easily. There are categories such as
GC Services [61] , Applications or Social Networks. OGC Services have

ome sections like Roads or Natural Spaces. The mashup application can
ynamically add or delete categories or sections that can be assigned to
ervices. Thus, it is always updated with new services, which are shown
o users properly so that they can discover and consume them, empha-
izing the most appealing services to users. 

Context Information . When an interaction is performed it is linked
o some context information. When adapting the data acquisition pro-
ess to ENIA, it is necessary to collect some context information and
ave it alongside the interaction data because it can contribute to a bet-
er understanding of the interaction produced. Some useful context in-
ormation considered in the ENIA project has been, for instance, date ,
ime , latitude , longitude , city , country , or some weather
escription, such as temperature , pressure , humidity , cloud
ercentage , wind speed and wind direction . This context

nformation can add some value data like the existing temperature in a
oncrete place-and-time when a user adds a component. 

According to these elements above explained, also shown in Table 3 ,
 mashup for ENIA user interface ( ) is defined as follows: 

 = {  ,  ,  , ,  ,  } (1)

here, 

 is a set of services  = { 𝑆 1 , 𝑆 2 , ., 𝑆 𝑛 } where n is the number of services

registered in the information system (catalog of services). 
 is a set of menu services  = { 𝑆 1 , 𝑆 2 , ., 𝑆 𝑚 } where m is the number

of services available in the menu, and m ≤ n , 
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Table 3 

Elements of ENIA mashup UI. 

Element Description 

Services Capabilities provided by the mashup user interface application. Services are available to users so that they can operate with them. An 
instance of a Service is a Component . Generally, services represent external third-party functionalities allocated in a repository in the 
back-end side (this issue will be explained later in Section 5 ). 

Services menu In this menu a list of all the Services available in the mashup application can be found. Users can navigate through this menu to find the 
services they may need. In ENIA the Services located in that menu are tagged by category, section and subsection. 

COTSget In ENIA, Components are not directly located in the Workspace. Instead, they are located in COTSgets that can be defined as containers of 
components. A COTSget can contain one or more components with the property 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 . When a COTSget is created a set of 
attributes like width, height or position are assigned to it. 

COTSget menu COTSgets are likely to perform some actions over them. In ENIA, each COTSget has a menu placed at the top of it where users can access to 
a tool bar that displays actions that can be performed over the COTSget . 

Component When a user adds Services to the Workspace they are automatically transformed (instantiated) in Components and placed in COTSgets 

container. A Component is a Service being used by a user at a certain moment. 
WorkSpace The Workspace is the work area where users have all the Components ( Services instantiated) they are working with. 
Operations All possible actions that are able to be applied over the Components such as add, resize, move or delete, among others. 
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 is a set of COTSgets (containers) defined as  = { 𝐶 1 , 𝐶 2 , ., 𝐶 𝑞 } where
q is the number of COTSget containers created in the workspace  ,

and m ≤ n ≤ q , 
 is a set of components  = { 𝐶 1 , 𝐶 2 , ., 𝐶 𝑟 } where r is the number of

components instantiated in the workspace  , m ≤ n ≤ r , and 𝐶 𝑖 ⊏  ,

 is a workspace where components { C 1 , C 2 , ., C r } and COTSget con-
tainers { 𝐶 1 , 𝐶 2 , ., 𝐶 𝑞 } work, and every COTSget 𝐶 𝑗 has some spatial
properties s defined as 𝐶 𝑗,𝑠 = { 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑤, 𝑤 } , being ( x, y ) the position of
the component in the workspace, and w and h its width and height.

 is a set of operations  = {Add, Delete, Move, ResizeBigger, ResizeS-

maller, ResizeShape, Group, Ungroup, AddGroup, UngroupDelete, Un-

groupGroup, Maximize, Minimize} , which are described as follows: 

— Add operation . Consists in adding a service to the workspace from
the services menu, so it is instantiated into a component, without
placing it in an existing COTSget. When instantiating, a new COTSget
is created and the new component is placed into it. Some properties
such as position in the x-axis, position in the y-axis, width and height
are assigned to the COTSget. 

— AddGroup operation . Add a service to the workspace from the services
menu, so it is instantiated into a component, placing it in an existing
COTSget. When instantiating the component, it takes the properties
previously assigned to the COTSget that contains it. 

— Group operation . Consists in placing a component that is located
alone in a COTSget in other existing COTSget. The original COTSget
is deleted because it is empty. 

— Ungroup operation . Place a component that is located in an existing
COTSget with more than one component in a new COTSget that will
be created to locate it, hence the component will be the only one
that populates the new COTSget. 

— Delete operation . Consists in removing the last component of a COTS-
get from the workspace. The COTSget that contains the Components
is also removed because it is empty now. More than one component
can be deleted at the same time if they are all contained in the same
COTSget and the users delete the COTSget itself. 

— UngroupDelete operation . Delete a component from a COTSget leaving
one or more one inside it. 

— UngroupGroup operation . Consists in placing a component that is lo-
cated in a COTSget with more than one component into another ex-
isting COTSget. 

— Resize operation . Consists in changing the size assigned to a COTSget
and, therefore, all the components contained therein. It modifies the
‘width ’ ( w ) and ‘height ’ ( h ) properties. The Resize operation can be
decomposed in several operations in the same way as it was previ-
ously described for standard mashup user interfaces. 

— Move operation . Consists in changing the position of a COTSget and
all its contained components. It modifies the properties ( x, y ). When
9 
( 𝑥 𝑖 ≠ 𝑥 𝑖 +1 ) ∧ ( 𝑦 𝑖 = 𝑦 𝑖 +1 ) the component has been displaced horizon-
tally; when ( 𝑥 𝑖 = 𝑥 𝑖 +1 ) ∧ ( 𝑦 𝑖 ≠ 𝑦 𝑖 +1 ) the component has been dis-
placed vertically and finally, when ( 𝑥 𝑖 ≠ 𝑥 𝑖 +1 ) ∧ ( 𝑦 𝑖 ≠ 𝑦 𝑖 +1 ) the com-
ponent has been displaced both horizontally and vertically. 

— Maximize operation . Consists in increasing the size of a COTSget to
show it at full screen. It applies to all the components contained in
the COTSget. 

— Minimize operation . Consists in giving back the spatial properties
width, height , and position ( x, y ) to that COTSget that was previously
maximized. The COTSget and all the components contained in it go
back to their original position and they are no longer shown at full
screen. 

.2. Database design for storing interactions in mashups interfaces 

Once the morphology of a mashup interface has been presented,
et us describe how the interactions are managed. When an interac-
ion occurs in the mashup application, a data acquisition process will
et started in order to save all the information regarding the operation
y the interaction. Together with the operation, it would be advisable
o save the information about the user that generates the interaction
s well as the component that is affected and the state that remains in
he workspace after the operation. Although it might seem rather costly,
toring all the workspace would make it possible to rebuild all the users ’
ehavior step by step throughout the interfaces, in case further analy-
is, not considered at design time, is required. That is why this option is
onsidered. 

In order to store data of the interactions performed by users in the
ashup user interface, it is necessary to define a relational database
odel that is able to store all the relevant information of the interaction.
his relational database should be as complete as possible to have a good
nowledge of the interaction itself and the circumstances that surround
t. Fig. 6 shows a proposed relational database model that stores the
nteraction performed and its subsequent User Interface representation.

Each row of table Interactions represents an interaction taken
y the user and the field operationPerformed saves the kind of
peration performed (add, delete, and so on). The Interactions ta-
le is related to the Sessions table; thus, all operations performed
n the same session are grouped. The Sessions table has two im-
ortant fields: deviceType and interactionType . The first one
tores the kind of device used in the session where the operations
re performed; it can be a tablet, a laptop, a smartphone, home au-
omation systems or smart watches, among others. The second one
 interactionType ) stores the type of interaction used when per-
orming the operation: mouse, keyboard, gesture or voice, among oth-
rs. Note that there can be many sessions working currently because
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Fig. 6. Database model to store interactions in a standard mashup UI. 
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 mashup can be used at the same time through more than one user
nterface from the same or different devices or systems. 

Furthermore, the Interactions table stores some fields like
emperature or humidity that are stored as varchar . This data
ould be stored in numeric values in order to be more efficient and op-
rate with them. However, considering that these values are obtained
rom external third-party services, which can be changed unexpectedly,
nd that the data received can have different formats, we took the deci-
ion of storing it in string fields. In the future, this particularity could be
ddressed when applying feature engineering for data mining purposes,
f needed. 

The Users table, which is related to the Interactions table,
tores some information of all users registered in the application. Usu-
lly, there are lot of users that are registered in most of applications;
herefore, it is important to distinguish the operation performed by each
ne of them. Some information systems allow guest users to access the
ystem and, for that kind of users, there is normally a specific row in
he Users table. Note that it would be necessary to obtain some extra
nformation about users that does not come with the interaction, such
s birth date or user category. Hence, it would be useful to make a re-
uest to web services provided by the information system, if any. If the
ashup does not handle any users ’ profile, the Users and Sessions

ables cannot be taken into account. 
The Components table includes all components that populate the

orkspace after an interaction has been performed. With the informa-
ion gathered in this table, it is possible to rebuild the workspace ex-
ctly in the same way as it was visually distributed when the interac-
ion was performed. The posx , posy , width and height attributes
re enough to set each component in the correct position inside the
orkspace. 

Finally, the Services table, which is related to Components ,
tores some information about all the services that are registered in the
nformation system. As in the Users table, it could be necessary, but
ot mandatory, to access external web services to obtain more relevant
nformation about services that does not come with the interaction. 

This database schema might seem rather costly, since storing a
orkspace with all its components would involve high levels of con-

umption of resources. However, in this way, the database is optimized
10 
n the sense that it is expressive enough not only to generate datasets
ith rich data for further analysis (if needed), but to recreate user in-

eraction step by step, in case further information about the interaction
ould be needed to infer a new knowledge not contemplated at design
ime. 

Fig. 7 shows the design of the database for the ENIA case study (bot-
om right side of the figure). The diagram also includes the relationship
etween this model and the ENIA mashup user interface morphology
top right side of Fig. 7 ). The morphology is represented by using a
lass diagram in the meta-model level of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
aradigm [6] . Therefore, each operation performed at the instances of
his meta-model, i.e., each operation executed in the front-end ENIA
nterface side, is stored in the aforementioned database model. 

Fig. 8 shows the relational database schema that represents an
mplementation of the model previously described in Fig. 7 , in order
o store the interaction performed in ENIA as well as the state of the
ser interface after the interaction. Each row of the Interactions
able corresponds to an interaction performed by the user. The
perationPerformed field saves the kind of operation performed
nd the dateTime field saves both date and time when the interaction
appened. Moreover, wide range of fields are included to storage the
ontext information. These fields are latitude , longitude , city ,
ountry , weatherDescription , weatherSubdescription ,
emperature , pressure , humidity , cloudPercentage ,
indSpeed and windDirection . 

The Interactions table is related to the Sessions table, thus,
ll the operations performed in the same session are grouped. Notice the
eviceType and the interactionForm field in the Sessions

able. ENIA is prepared to work through different devices with multiple
orms of interaction, besides the classical mouse and the keyboard, we
an add smartphones, tablets and other devices with gesture or voice
orm of interaction. 

The Users table, which is related to the Interactions table,
tores information of all users registered. In ENIA, guest users are al-
owed to have access the application. For that kind of users, there
s a specific row in the Users table that identifies them as guests.
NIA saves extra information about Users that should enter in order
o be registered in the application. That extra information is: name ,
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Fig. 7. ENIA database model (bottom right), relation between the model and the ENIA mashup UI morphology (top right), standard mashup UI morphology and its 
database model (top left and bottom left). 
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urname , birthDate , address , city , country and email .
he userType and userSubType fields are used to categorize users
s it has been previously discussed. 

Regarding the protection of users privacy, it should be noted that
ven when the data is not encrypted the access to it is regulated by
n ApiKey as it is described below. Besides, the cloud resources have
nabled an IDS ( Intrusive Detection Systems ), Isolated Execution Environ-
ents where each individual component (services and databases) run
ithin their own dedicated space and firewall protection that restricts

he access to every port from except for those needed and blocks access
rom not authorized IPs. 

The Cotsgets table includes all COTSgets that populate the
orkspace after an interaction has been performed. The Components

able, which is related to the Cotsgets table, stores information about
ll components in the workspace and indicates in which COTSget they
re contained. With the information collected on these tables, it is pos-
ible to rebuild the workspace exactly the same as it was before the
nteraction was performed. The attributes posx , posy , width and
eight are enough to locate each COTSget in the workspace. 

The Services table, which is related to the Components ta-
le, stores the information about all services registered in ENIA. The
ategory , section and subsection fields categorize the differ-
nt kinds of services. That make them easy to find, locate and use in the

NIA UI. o  

11 
It is important to identify the component on which the operation
s performed because this is the component that provokes the inter-
ction. Hosting together more than one component is not an easy
ask in ENIA due to the use of COTSgets. Sometimes, some opera-
ions are not performed on just one component but on a set of com-
onents contained in a COTSget. What is more, even when some com-
onents are not protagonist in an operation, they can play a sec-
nd role because they can be directly affected by the operation. For
xample, that is what happens when a component is grouped in a
OTSget with some more components or when a component is un-
rouped from a COTSget where other components are left. To store it,
e make use of the ActionComponents , GroupedComponents
nd UngroupedComponents tables, which are all related to the
nteractions table. The first one gathers the components that pro-
oke the interaction. The second one gathers all components that had
reviously been in a COTSget before an Add or AddGroup operation
as performed. The last one gathers the components that are left in a
OTSget, when an Ungroup or DeleteUngroup operation has been
erformed. Table 4 shows the number of components that can be af-
ected in an interaction, depending on the operation performed, thus 0 + 
ndicates that more than 0 component is affected and 1 + indicates that
ore than 1 component is affected. 

Table registeredApiKeys has no relations with others tables
f the database. This table is not necessary to capture the interaction
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Fig. 8. Database schema to storage interaction in ENIA. 

Table 4 

Components affected in an interaction vs. the operation (AC: ActionComponents, 
GC: GroupComponents, UC: UngroupComponents). 

Operation AC GC UC 

Add 1 0 0 
AddGroup 1 0 + 0 
Group 1 1 + 0 
Ungroup 1 0 1 + 
Delete 0 + 0 0 
UngroupDelete 1 0 0 + 

UngroupGroup 1 0 + 1 + 

ResizeBigger 0 + 0 0 
ResizeSmaller 0 + 0 0 
ResizeShape 0 + 0 0 
Move 0 + 0 0 
Maximize 0 + 0 0 
Minimize 0 + 0 0 
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ut it takes a role in the security of the stored data. Fig. 8 (previously
hown) represents the real database deployed in ENIA that stores inter-
ction from users. As it is necessary to protect the privacy of users, this
12 
able is intended to identify whether the client that sends the interac-
ion information really has permission to do so. Each ENIA client that
mplements a user interface has assigned an ApiKey that identifies it.

hen such client makes a request to the ENIA data acquisition process,
he web service has to submit alongside the ApiKey in order to identify
he origin of the request and prevent tampering values. 

Note that each table has a numeric auto-increment primary key. In
ome cases, that numeric primary key could be replaced by a combina-
ion of string fields that can provide a primary key. Theoretically, it is
etter not to have an integer that does not mean anything in relation
o the data. But a string primary key with several attributes is harder
o compare than a numeric primary key. Besides, primary keys formed
rom many fields would be substantial to the performance slowdown.
oreover, the size of indexes would be unworkable when the volume

f tables increases. 
As security measures, we grant access only to authorized users from

uthorized hosts. When a client tries to establish a connection, we check
he username and password and we verify if the connection comes from
 host that we allow to connect to the database. If not, the connection is
ot accepted. Also, each user has different privileges, i.e., users that have
nly “INSERT ” privileges and not “SELECT ” privileges, so they cannot
ven query the database. 
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Likewise, the data acquisition system can be a point of entry to ac-
ess private data. For that reason, we have created a web service that
nly accepts requests from authorized users that can insert interactions
y providing parameters through structured data in JSON described in
 JSON Schema 2 . The only method implemented in the web service al-
ows inserting interactions in the database following the given structure.
here are no methods to delete or to query data from the database. Also,
he web service only accepts requests from the host where ENIA is lo-
ated. 

As an additional measure, even to connect to the database through
he web service, the clients need a registered ApiKey (stored in the reg-
steredapikeys table), as commented before. The ApiKey is a unique se-
ret token we assign to each client we grant access to the web service.
hen they make a request, they must submit along with the request the
piKey so we can verify him and prevent tampering with the values. 

The database schema presented here is not optimized for data mining
urposes. It is optimized for storing the maximum detail of each inter-
ction performed over the mashup interface i.e., to store all the necessary
ata that allow to rebuild the users ’ behavior from beginning to end. Our
im is to design a database schema where not only all interactions but
lso the workspace after each interaction can be stored properly. This
akes it possible to recreate the interaction performed by users once

gain, when necessary, knowing for sure about the UI response and the
onditions that surrounded the interaction. In order to apply data min-
ng techniques, it is necessary to previously work with the data stored
n this database so that it can be best suited for that purpose. 

Thereby, we are not interested in optimizing the database for data
ining purposes. We are interested in storing all possible data and in fu-

ure steps, we will create datasets from this database and other sources
hat we will use for data mining purposes. These datasets can be opti-
ized through several Feature Engineering techniques such as a) clean-

ng data to avoid errors and empty values; b) discretizing features; c)
reating new features by splitting existing ones; d) creating new features
y merging existing ones; e) splitting instances; f) filtering instances; g)
dding features from algorithms feedback; h) splitting the dataset. Af-
er applying the feature engineering processes enumerated, the datasets
ill be optimized for data mining purposes. 

. Data acquisition system 

Once we have defined the database schema that describes the struc-
ure of the database as well as the relational database schema that de-
cribes the tables, fields and relationships, this section focuses on the
ata acquisition system implemented in our approach and a deep de-
cription that allow readers easily replicate it. 

.1. Data acquisition methodology 

Usually, the data acquisition system has to be integrated into mashup
pplications through external development teams specialized in data.
n the same way, the integration of the data acquisition system is com-
ound of different stages: access to data, extracting data, connect to
nternal web services, access to external web services, among others.
his fact makes that several developers work at the same time in differ-
nt aspects of the integration. It is for these reasons that we apply agile
ethodologies for software development facilitating the Continuous In-

egration (CI) of the data acquisition system in the mashup application.
I practices isolate each process that needs to be implemented provid-

ng a secure environment where different developers can work easily.
his practice also facilitates feedback between developers (and clients)
reventing integration problems. 

Through this section we deeply describe the data acquisition system
nd all the parts that compound it, justifying why agile methodologies
2 JSON Schema: http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/testbed/ 
sonschema/index.html . 

I  

o  

r  
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13 
re suggested to be followed to implement this approach. The first part
ill focus on presents a chain of steps with the main parts of the standard
ata acquisition system and a description of how to deploy it in general
cenarios. After it, we deploy the data acquisition system in the ENIA
ashup application, providing a case study to illustrate how it can be
eployed in real scenarios. 

Section 4.2 presents an overview of the data acquisition system and
ts main parts: provide an interface to acquire the data, gather extra
nformation by querying the client mashup application, access to exter-
al context information through third-party services and store all the
ata gathered in a relational database. Section 4.3 provides guidelines
o deploy the data acquisition system in general scenarios by present-
ng the modules that takes the action and how to deploy them in the
wn mashup application (modules to detect and extract the interaction)
nd in the infrastructure deployed to host the data acquisition system
modules for security measures, to validate the interaction, connect to
he mashup application web services, connect to third party web services
nd to communicate with the interaction database). Section 4.4 presents
he chain of steps followed to deploy the data acquisition system in the
NIA mashup application case study. A BPMN diagram integrates all
he processes implemented and a description of each process detailing
ow it has been implemented is discussed. Finally Section 4.5 describes
he microservice-based architecture that supports the data acquisition
ystem deployed in the ENIA mashup application providing an ultimate
ision of the architecture morphology. 

.2. Standard data acquisition process 

Fig. 9 shows the steps required to complete a data acquisition pro-
ess. The first step (#1) is to create a web service to receive any in-
eraction that is produced in the mashup user interface. The mashup
ser interface client is responsible for calling this web service when an
nteraction occurs and sends all the basic data to be stored from the in-
eraction. We called this web service getInteraction . Usually an
ML schema or a JSON schema is provided to the mashup user interface
lient. This schema describes the necessary data structure to allow the
lients to send a document that can be previously validated against the
chema to check whether it is ‘well formed ’ and ‘valid ’. 

If we needed any further information about the user, services or any
ther aspects of the mashup UI, the next step would be to access that data
#2). For that, it is generally necessary to check the mashup application
nd its information systems to study the web services provided, if any.
f so, the request to the web services for the data needed should be
mplemented in the getInteraction web service. 

Sometimes there is also some context information that contributes
o useful data. When designing the data acquisition process, it is highly
dvisable to study the environment of the mashup UI and define which
ata would be worthy to obtain from the context. Usually, access to con-
ext information involves connecting with third party web services. As
oon as the context data is defined and the services that provide that
nformation are identified, the request for these external web services
ust be implemented as microservices of the data acquisition web ser-

ice (#3). 
When all these steps are completed and all the required data is gath-

red, it should be stored in a database (#4). It is required to serialize the
atabase operations in order to avoid integration conflicts when adding
elations to the data. Note that relational databases are not mandatory,
e should analyze whether or not to use them, and this has to be done

or every concrete situation. As previously seen in Section 2 , a relational
atabase is used in the methodology proposed in this article due to: (a)
ts facility to store structured data; (b) Complex queries can be carried
ut through the SQL language; (c) Avoid data duplication or inconsistent
ecords; (d) Security control along with access authorization is automat-
cally provided by SQL databases management system. 

http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/testbed/jsonschema/index.html
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Fig. 9. Steps in the data acquisition process. 

Fig. 10. Data acquisition system and mashup architecture proposed. 
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.3. Deploying the data acquisition system in general scenarios 

In this section, we provide some guidelines in order to deploy
he data acquisition systems in general scenarios. We assume that the
ashup application on which we are going to deploy the data acquisi-

ion systems has: (a) a component repository; (b) a backend where the
ogic and data are managed; (c) a GUI where the user interaction takes
lace; and (d) a web service that allows the mashup application com-
unicating with other services on the Internet. Based on this, we follow
 strategy that goes from detecting and extracting the user interaction
o storing it in the interaction database. Fig. 10 roughly shows the pro-
osed software architecture and its components at the same time that
elps to understand the followed strategy. Two separate parts are vis-
ble, the first one is the mashup application and the second one is the
eeded infrastructure to deploy the data acquisition system. The modi-
cations that have to be made over the mashup applications, as well as
ow to afford each part of the data acquisition system and its integra-
ion with the mashup, are described and enumerated in the subsections
resented above. The schematic procedure shown in Fig. 10 graphically
llustrates the strategy followed. 

.3.1. Considerations that has to be made on the mashup application 

Some considerations has to be made on the mashup application
here the data acquisition system is going to be deployed. It is important

o know the component-based architecture used to build the mashup ap-
lication as well as it is necessary to overwrite a method to add a small
eature. The considerations are: 

a) Identify the detect interaction module (or similar) in the mashup back-
end and override it. This module, despite being slightly different de-
14 
pending on the component-based architecture and the technology
used to build each mashup application, exists in all of them. This is
the only part of the mashup application that needs to modify. This
module is in charge of receiving a notification when the user inter-
acts with the user interface and adjustments should be made. It has to
be modified in order to not just detecting the interaction performed
by users in the GUI but extracting and sending it to the getInteraction

web service. 
b) Mashup web service. It allows communicating with other services on

the Internet. Although it is optional, most mashup applications have
web services giving more information about their users, components
or services. Obviously, no modification should be made on these web
services but it is of great interest to know and study them because
they can contain useful information that the acquisition system could
collect. 

.3.2. Data acquisition system deployment 

The data acquisition system, as commented before, consists of a re-
ational database and web service with different modules that process
he data received from the mashup user interface after an interaction
appen and store it in the database. The modules that made up the data
cquisition systems are: 

a) Security measures. Establish the security measures needed to prevent
access of unauthorized users from unauthorized hosts and to verify
the mashup client authentication to prevent from tampering values.

b) JSON schema. Check the received data against a JSON schema to
verify data is both valid and well-formed. 

c) External sources connection. In many occasions, there can be useful
information that does not come with the interaction and it is in-
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3 JSON Schema: http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/testbed/ 
jsonschema/index.html . 

4 Data acquisition process BPMN diagram: http://getinteraction. 
azurewebsites.net/testbed/getInteractionBPMN.svg . 

5 Bitbucket code source implementation: https://bitbucket.org/ 
ajfernandezual/getinteraction/src . 

6 Testbed tool: http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/seeInteraction.php . 
teresting to collect. We can differentiate two types of data sources
information external to the data acquisition system: 
— Mashup web services. Connecting to the mashup application web

services (if they exist) to obtain internal data that can add more
information about users and components is advisable. This data
can help to understand better an interaction. If there are no web
services available, the data can be exported through any other
technique such as CSV, share files, etc. 

— Third-Party web services. Connecting to external sources to ob-
tain useful context information (if there are any) that can affect
the way users interact with the mashup application is also advis-
able. 

d) Storing the interaction. Insert the processed and valid interac-
tion alongside other obtained useful information in the interaction
database. 

n order to easily illustrate the process some graphical representation
ill be used. For that occasion, BPMN ( Business Process Model and No-

ation ) diagrams seem appropriate since they are intuitive and easy to
nderstand, yet able to represent complex processes [15] . A compre-
ensive piece of the BPMN diagram is shown in Fig. 11 and described
elow. 

The acquisition process starts when the mashup extraction in-
eraction module calls the getInteraction web service that
ontains the data acquisition process. When a request reaches the
etInteraction web service, first of all, the ApiKey field is
hecked. If the ApiKey is registered, the client has permission to call
he web service so its request is processed. Then, the session is checked.
t is useful to group the operations performed by users in sessions,
ome insights could be obtained by analyzing sessions. Once the ses-
ion is checked, if it already exists, the database is queried to obtain the
essionId ; otherwise, a new session is created and inserted in the
atabase. 

The next step is to deal with the user processing of the data acquisi-
ion process. In this stage the userID is checked. If a userID exists
n the database, that means we already have information from the user;
f not, it would be interesting to obtain such information in case the
ashups provide it. In the BPMN diagram we suppose the web service

xists and it can be seen how the getInteraction web service con-
ects to the mashup user web service. 

In the diagram we also suppose that it is necessary connects to a
hird-party web service to obtain external context information that sur-
ound the interaction. The figure shows as the getInteraction web
ervice connects to a third-party web service and collects the required
ata. Once the user and context information as well as the interac-
ion information is received, the interaction performed is stored in the
atabase. 

After the interaction has been stored, we can distinguish two cases:
1) The mashup application has containers that groups components; or
2) the mashup application does not dispose of such containers. In the
PMN diagram we address the problem where the mashup application
ispose of containers (we call them COTSgets), because we want to show
he most difficult situation. In case the mashup application does not has
OTSget available we can just avoid the next steps and go directly to
ave the workspace, as we will show later. 

Thereupon, if the mashup application dispose of COTSget it is
ecessary to focus on dealing with the components that are affected
y that interaction ( actionComponents , groupComponents ,
ngroupComponents ) and how the workspace has been left after

he interaction ( COTSget and components ). 
The actionComponents array gathers the components that pro-

oke the interaction and it (the array) needs to be stored in the database.
he serviceID of each component in actionCompoments is
hecked to find out if the service that instantiate that component has
lready been registered in the data acquisition process database. If it
as been registered, the serviceID is taken; otherwise, it is necessary
15 
o obtain the information about the service that has been instantiated
nto the component. If the mashup application has a web service that
rovides some information about services, it is called. 

The same process is repeated for each component in the
roupComponents array and for each component in the
ngroupComponents array. The groupComponents ar-
ay gathers components that have been grouped together if
n Add or AddGroup operation has been performed. The
ngroupComponents array gathers components that have been left

ogether if an Ungroup or DeleteUngroup operation has been
erformed. 

Finally, in order to save the state of the workspace after the inter-
ction, the list of COTSgets (or Components if COTSgets does
ot exists) that form the workspace is processed. If COTSgets exists,
hey have one or more components. For each Component contained in
ach COTSget . When all the COTSgets and Components are saved
n the database, the process is successfully completed. 

In the next subsection, it is shown how this strategy to deploy the
ata acquisition system is deployed over a real mashup interface: ENIA.

.4. Data acquisition system applied to ENIA 

In this subsection, an implementation of the data acquisition system
escribed in the previous subsection will be applied to our case study
NIA. 

.4.1. Configuration the data acquisition infrastructure 

The data acquisition process is hosted in a REST [62] web service
hat we have called getInteraction and has been coded in PHP
rogramming language. We decided to use REST architecture against
OAP [69] protocol, the most standardized, since ENIA is being used in
he industry, where REST is more prevalent because of its flexibility and
implicity [18,53] . In general, REST has better performance and scala-
ility, and SOAP requires more bandwidth and resources than REST.
esides, REST is widely used to connect cross-platform applications and
ven adopted by systems that allows end-user development using them
50] . 

When the getInteraction web service is called, the client sends
longside the request, a JSON with data about the interaction. We use
SON instead of XML due to smaller message size of JSON strings as well
s it is can be easily loaded in JavaScript and easier parsed [59] . SOAP
nly permits XML data-format, and REST permits different data-formats
uch as plain-text, JSON, XML, HTML among others. A JSON Schema is
vailable to the client. JSON Schema is a powerful tool for validating
he structure of JSON data, as an XML Schema is for XML data. It can be
sed by the client to make automated testing and validating submitted
ata. The JSON Schema 3 is available in the website that supports the
resent article. 

A BPMN diagram has been built as well for explaining this process.
or space reasons and better readability, the whole BPMN diagram is
vailable at the support website 4 . Moreover, the whole source code of
he implementation is allocated in Bitbucket 5 available for developers
o perform clone or fork actions into theirs projects. 

Furthermore, we have created a website that shows how this process
orks in the real environment 6 . As shown in Fig. 12 , this website loads

he ENIA mashup UI and overlays a layer on the right side of UI where
ome information about the user interaction is described in real time.
t is important to highlight that the information about the interaction

http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/testbed/jsonschema/index.html
http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/testbed/getInteractionBPMN.svg
https://bitbucket.org/ajfernandezual/getinteraction/src
http://getinteraction.azurewebsites.net/seeInteraction.php
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Fig. 11. BPMN diagram of the data acquisition data getInteraction process. 
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Fig. 12. Website to see the interactions acquired in real time (shown at the right side). 
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escribed is not accessed in the ENIA UI but it is accessed through the
ata acquisition process deployed in the cloud, once the interaction has
een processed and stored. 

.4.2. ENIA implementation description 

When the getInteraction web service receive a request from
he ENIA mashup application, first of all, it checks if it comes from a
llowed host and the apikey that is sent alongside the request is regis-
ered in the database. If the permission is granted, the interaction data
s checked in order to know if it is well-formed and valid. 

When the interaction data is analyzed, the user responsible for the
nteraction is analyzed. If there is no information about the user that
erforms the interaction, the ENIA mashup web services are accessed. 

ENIA has a web service that provides information about users:
ueryUser 7 . A request to that web service has been imple-
ented. The parameters of queryUsers are the privateKey

nd the userID . The return values are userID , name , surname ,
mail , birthdate , address , city , country , category , and
ubcategory . Once this information is gathered, it is stored in the
atabase. 

Since the ENIA mashup application works with environmental
ata, sometimes it is very important for this kind of applications
o have information about the weather conditions that surround
ach interaction performed in the User Interface in certain moment
n time. For that, the ContextInformation function is called.
his function receives latitud, longitude as input parame-
ers. Several variables have been regarded as valuable, and the data
cquisition process should incorporate them. ENIA does not have
uch information, so an external third-party API called OpenWeath-
rMap 8 has been used to obtain the necessary data. Then, a request to
penWeatherMap has been implemented. The input parameters are:
pikey , latitude and longitude . The return values are nu-
erous but we are just interested in: weatherDescription ,
eatherSubdescription , temperature , pressure ,
umidity , windSpeed , cloudPercentaje , windDirection ,
7 ENIA queryUser web service: http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/ 
niawebservices/ . 
8 OpenWeatherMap: http://openweathermap.org/ . 
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17 
ity and country . Once this information is gathered, the interaction
s stored in the database. 

Now, we focus on the components that have been affected
y the interaction: ( actionComponents , groupComponents ,
ngroupComponents ). In case there is no information about the
ervices that instantiates these components, the queryService 9 is
alled. This web service receives as input parameters an ApiKey and
 serviceID . It returns information about the service to which it be-
ongs. The return values are serviceID , serviceName , section ,
ategory and subcategory . 

Finally, we store how the workspace has been left after the interac-
ion ( COTSget and components ). For that, a loop runs all COTSget
hat make up the workspace and for each COTSget a loop runs all
omponents contained and store their size and position. 

.5. ENIA Data acquisition system architecture 

The data acquisition system is very flexible, it can be integrated in
any ways since it is designed following a microservice-based deploy-
ent infrastructure. Each microservice [27,41] is an independent de-
loyable service according with the distributed paradigm where each
omponent in the system is a stand-alone entity that interacts with oth-
rs across a network with a well-defined interface [35] and it is designed
o provide one small well-defined service. The microservices with REST-
ul web services approach implementation work well and they are being
reviously evaluated in different works [18] . 

The data acquisition process has been implemented as a group of
icroservices due to the following reasons: 

a) Supporting of a wide range of clients such as desktop and mo-
bile browsers, native mobile, tablet applications and even other no
graphical interface clients such as gestural, voice and home automa-
tion interfaces. 

b) Integration with third-party applications via web services or RPC
method for accessing to context information or other kind of infor-
mation. 

c) Handle HTTP requests and messages, and execute a business logic. 
9 ENIA queryService web service: http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/ 
niawebservices/ . 

http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/eniawebservices/
http://openweathermap.org/
http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/eniawebservices/
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Fig. 13. ENIA COScore architecture. 
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Table 5 

Performance metrics that set scalability rules for the cloud resources. 

Metric Threshold Duration Action 

CPU Percentage > = 80% 30 m increase 1 instance 
CPU Percentage < = 60% 30 m decrease 1 instance 
Memory Percentage > 85% 10 m increase 1 instance 
Memory Percentage < 65% 10 m decrease 1 instance 
HTTP Queue Length 1000 request 5 m increase 1 instance 
HTTP Queue Length 100 request 5 m decrease 1 instance 
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d) Accessing to the database logic. 

The ENIA architecture is shown in Fig. 13 . ENIA is powered by
OSCore [74] . The COScore is a modular and scalable service in-

rastructure approach for the management of component-based ar-
hitectures [20,75] . It provides core services for a mashup UI such
s login , logout , default init , update architecture ,
uery user , create user , delete user , update user ,
uery profile among others. The aim of this article is not to de-
cribe the COScore in detail. Nevertheless, further information about
his infrastructure is available in ENIA COScore web services website 10 .
his website defines a complete list of internal and external RESTful
eb services offered by COScore as well as the input and output pa-

ameter provided with their structure. It also offers developers online
ervice testing functions. In addition, the COSCore Community web-
ite 11 provides general information about the COScore infrastructure
ommunity, and GitHub repository support for open source versions of
OScore. 

Over the ENIA infrastructure a new external microservice has been
dded, that is, the data acquisition system described in this article.
his microservice consumes some ENIA web services, specifically, the
ueryComponent and queryUser services to obtain internal infor-
ation of ENIA components and users. It is also connected with third-
arty services, particularly, with the getWeather of the OpenWeath-
rMap Rest API. Finally, this microservice stores the collected data in
he database. 

. Infrastructure, technologies, performance and validity threats 

This section describes the infrastructure and technologies that have
een used to implement the data acquisition system. This is the basis for
onitoring workloads and for analyzing the performance of the mashup

pplication in real situations. 

.1. Technologies and infrastructures 

The data acquisition system has been coded in PHP 5.4 program-
ing language. No development environment has been used, just
otepad++. For the code management, we have used Git and we have

ntegrated it with Bitbucket as the code repository of the Git version
ontrol system. We have used SourceTree Git desktop client to sync the
ode to the repository. Both Bitbucket and SourceTree belong to Atlas-
ian software enterprise. 

The data acquisition system runs in the cloud. The service provider
hat hosts it is Microsoft Azure ® under a platform as a service cloud
ayer. Azure provides native continuous integration with Bitbucket 12 .
10 ENIA COScore API: http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/webservices/ . 
11 COScore Community: http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/coscore/ . 
12 Git Repository in BitBucket: https://bitbucket.org/ajfernandezual/ . 
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18 
he database, also hosted in the Azure cloud, is a relational MySQL ®

atabase supported by ClearDB: a reliable, fault tolerant database as a
ervice. MySQL Workbench from Oracle provides data modeling, SQL
evelopment and administration tool to manage the MySQL database
osted in ClearDB. 

All these tools provide a useful environment to apply a continuous
ntegration strategy for software development and an easy management
f the code, data and database. 

Both the computer instance hosting the data acquisition system and
he database that stores the interaction, respect the SOLID interface
egregation principle (ISP), i.e., they are isolated preventing coupling
o dependencies. The Azure D-series instances used are based on the
.4 GHz Intel Xeon Â® E5-2673 v3 (Haswell) processor generation [7] .
he ClearDB MySQL database allows up to 15 connections and a size
p to 10GB. Its redundant architecture has a 99.99% up-time as well
s a geo-distributed topology with no-downtime scaling and automatic
ailover [16] . 

To setup the data acquisition, we defined an instance in Azure with
 Core and 1.75 GB Memory located in West US. This instance is al-
ays up and running. At certain times, there might be peak loads that

ould compromise the handling of HTTP Requests (containing interac-
ion data) that can reach the server. Fortunately, cloud providers allow
djusting the resources at real time, enabling the system to scale up the
sage of resources, when necessary; or scale it down, idle resources exist
48] . 

Based on some performance metrics a set of rules has been defined
n order to manage the scale up and scale down of resources. An in-
tance with 1 Core and 1.75 GB Memory is always up and running, and
 maximum of three instances with exactly the same characteristics can
e used, if necessary. The scale-up or scale-down is performed, given
he rules defined in Table 5 . CPU Percentage, Memory Percentage and
TTP Queue Length are the metrics chosen to determine if a new in-

tance should be added or removed. CPU and Memory are measured in
ercentage. When there is more than 1 instance running, the percentage
f CPU or Memory used correspond to the average of all the instances
unning at that time. 

We set the scale-up to one more instance when: (a) the CPU percent-
ge is above 80% during more than 30 min. (we avoid to scale-up in a

http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/webservices/
http://acg.ual.es/projects/enia/ui/coscore/
https://bitbucket.org/ajfernandezual/
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Table 6 

Operations performed for storing 1 interaction. 

Part of the Process Read DB Write DB Request 

Apikey 1 0 0 
Sessions 1 0 or 1 0 
Users 1 0 or 1 0 or 1 
Interactions + Context 1 0 1 
Action Components 0 a 0 
Group Components 0 g 0 
Ungroup Components 0 u 0 
COTSget 0 cg 0 
Components 0 c 0 
Services c 0 to c 0 to c 
Total (Pessimistic) 4 + c 2 + a+g+u+cg+2c 2 + c 
Total (Optimistic) 4 + c a + g+u+cg+c 1 
Total (Average) 4 + 5.4 = 9.4 1.4 + 0.6+0.4+3.2++2 ∗ 5.4+0.25 = 17.65 1.2 
Performance Test 4 + 6 = 10 1 + 1+0+3+2 ∗ 6+1 = 18 1 
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Fig. 14. Elapsed time vs. response time. 
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horter period of time because the high CPU percentage can occur due to
nternal processes of the operating system no related to the data acquisi-
ion system); (b) the memory percentage is above 85% during more than
0 min. (it is an indicator that the memory is busy with the data acquisi-
ion system and no to other processes); and (c) the HTTP Queue Length
as more than 1000 requests waiting to be attended during more than
 min. (it indicates that the system cannot process properly the current
orkload). 

We set the scale-down to one less instance when: (a) the CPU per-
entage is below 60% during more than 30 min. (the CPU is not being
ompromised anymore); (b) the memory percentage is below 65% for
ore than 10 min. (memory is not being compromised anymore); and

c) the HTTP Queue Length has less than 100 request waiting to be at-
ended for more than 5 min. (it indicates that the requests are being
ttended properly). 

It is important to highlight that the scale-up is performed just when
ne of the scaling rules is met and the scale-down is performed when
he three rules are met together. 

.2. Performance study of the interaction 

In order to evaluate the performance of the data acquisition system
et us describe the operations that computationally perform the pro-
ess. Once an interaction occurs, two major kinds of operations are exe-
uted: (1) read / write database operations and (2) third-party requests to
xternal web services. Table 6 shows each part of the data acquisition
nd its implications. 

When calculating the total number of ReadDB, WriteDB and third-
arty Request operations, an estimation of the average number of these
ccurrences that happen in the interactions has been made. Based upon
revious activity registered in the database by real users through the
mplemented data acquisition system, we estimated that the average of
omponents that exists in the workspace when an interaction is per-
ormed is 5.4, the average of COTSgets is 3.2 and so on. Thus, we estab-
ished that an average of 9.4 read operations, 17.65 write operations and
.2 third party HTTP request are performed for each interaction. This
ay cause a substantial computational load and resources usage, so the

oncern about whether or not it is feasible arises. For that reason, some
erformance tests are conducted to determine if the resources provided
o this effect are enough. 

It would be really interesting to carry out these experiments in other
ashup application to make a comparative. Unfortunately, it is not pos-

ible due that we do not even know whether the other mashup appli-
ations analyzed in the related works store the user interaction or not.
ven assuming they do, it is not possible to obtain data about the pro-
ess because it is an internal process to which we do not have access.
t would also be interesting to compare our data acquisition process for
19 
ashup applications to others analogous processes previously discussed
n the bibliography but, as far as we are aware, it does not exist a sim-
lar process for this purpose. This is another reason why we consider
elevant this work. 

Taking that into consideration, a number of three experiments have
een carried out (explained later). In such experiments, according to
he usage statistics shown previously, some requests to the data acqui-
ition system were modeled so that they could adapt as well as possible
o real situations. The aim of these experiments was to find out if the
ata acquisition system was ready to bear its workload. Each experiment
as carried out with a load test. We measure and analyze the results of

he experiments from two perspectives: (a) Apache JMeter and (b) Azure

onitoring Tools (AMT). 
Apache JMeter [36] has been used to analyze and measure the data

cquisition system, by making the requests to the system and obtaining
ata. A request uses 10 read operations, 18 write operations and 1 HTTP
hird-party web service request. This is the closest to an average request
o the data acquisition process. From JMeter, we obtain external per-
ormance measures such as Average Elapsed Time (an average
ime since a request is sent from JMeter and an answer is received in-
icating that the request is processed), Median (separates the higher
alf of elapsed times from the lower half), percentile 95%Line (higher
lapsed time of the 95% lower elapsed times), Min (Minimum elapsed
ime) or Max (Maximum elapsed time). 

Azure Monitoring Tools (AMT) has been used to obtain internal perfor-
ance measures of the cloud infrastructure resources such as Average
esponse Time (average time since a request is received until it is
rocessed), CPU Time (percentage of the CPU time available dedicated
o process the request) or Average Memory Working Set (aver-
ge amount of memory consumed to process the requests). 

From the experiments point of view, it is important to clarify the
ifference between elapsed time and response time. Fig. 14 helps us to
nderstand that difference. The elapsed time is the spent time when the
lient side sends a request until it receives an answer from the cloud,
hat is, the request time from the client to the cloud, the response time
f the cloud, and the answer time from the cloud to the client. It is the
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Table 7 

JMeter experiments results. 

Requests Average Median 95% Line Min Max Error 

30 477 ms 321 ms 1018 ms 266 ms 2818 ms 0.00% 

1800 6968 ms 7579 ms 14955 ms 23 ms 23869 ms 0.00% 

6000 13743 ms 13580 ms 30317 ms 18 ms 50068 ms 0.00% 

Fig. 15. JMeter experiments results. 
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ime between A and D shown in Fig. 14 , and we get that measure from
Meter. The response time is the amount of time spent when the cloud
eceive a request until the cloud sends an answer. The response time
oes not include the amount of time since the client sends the request
ntil it arrives to the cloud nor that the cloud sends the answer to the
lient. It is the time between B and C shown in Fig. 14 , and we get that
easure from Azure Monitoring Tools. 

Regarding the experiments, they were considered according to the
umber of hypothetical real users interacting with ENIA mashup. In the
rst experiment, we considered a load test for the REDIAM ’s staff using
NIA. As we advanced, REDIAM is a governmental institution of the
ndalusia region (south of Spain). The aim of REDIAM is the production,
xploitation and management of large environmental and geographic
nformation systems. For a second experiment, we defined a load test
here we supposed that all the environmental staff in the Andalusia

egion will access to ENIA. In the third experiment, we modeled a load
est in which we supposed that ENIA will be accessible by all the tourists
hat visit Andalusia every year. Since we had no real data for the second
nd third case, an estimation of users were made (later justified). 

.2.1. Experiment #1: REDIAM Staff

At present, about 10 users in the REDIAM agency are concurrently
orking with the ENIA mashup web application, with an average session

ime of 30 min.. Each user approximately performs an average of three
perations in one minute. This means that 30 requests will be made per
inute or one request every two seconds. Therefore, when setting up

he JMeter test a new thread group is created and parameters number of

hreads and ramp-up period are set to 30 and 60, respectively. The number

f threads refers to the total number of requests that will be made, and
amp-up period is the time taken by JMeter to start (to create and send)
he requests defined. 

The results of this experiment can be seen in the first row of Table 7
nd graphically illustrated in Fig. 15 marked in blue. Internal data ob-
20 
ained with Azure Monitoring Tools can be seen in the first column of
able 8 and graphically illustrated in Fig. 16 . 

Considering the outcomes of JMeter, in this experiment we can ob-
erve an average elapsed time of 477 ms, which is acceptable. Better yet,
he median throws 321 ms. The 95%Line shows a value of 1,018 ms
hich means that 95% of the requests are processed in less than ap-
roximately 1 s. The rate error is 0%, and therefore, the data acquisition
rocess has processed all the request received correctly. When analyzing
ata from Azure Monitoring Tools, we can observe an average memory
orking set of 32.75 MB, which is pretty low, and a CPU Time of 0.92 s,
hich represents the 1.53% of the time available. The average response

ime is 413 ms, which is logical since the elapsed time is 477 ms and
he remaining 64 ms is used in processing communications. 

.2.2. Experiment #2: Andalusia environmental staff

For the second load test, we considered the number of users that
ould access to the ENIA mashup, whose jobs were related to the Envi-

onment topic in the region of Andalusia and employed by the regional
overnment. On the basis of [17] we estimated that ENIA mashup would
e used by 600 users and the average session time would be 30 min.,
here each user approximately performs an average of 3 operations per
inute. This means that 1800 requests will be made per minute, i.e.,
0 requests per second. When setting up the JMeter test, a new thread
roup is created and parameters are set to 1800 for number of threads

nd 60 for ramp-up period . The results of this experiment can be seen
n the second row of Table 7 and graphically illustrated in Fig. 15 (in
ed). Internal data obtained with Azure Monitoring Tools is shown in
he second column of Table 8 and illustrated in Fig. 16 . 

Taken into account the outcomes of JMeter, in this experiment we
an see an average elapsed time of almost 7s, representing a consider-
ble increase of time. The percentile 95%Line shows a value of almost
5 s. The server load increases but still the rate error is 0%, therefore,
ll requests have been managed successfully. When analyzing data from
zure Monitoring Tools, we can see an average memory working set of
59.27 MB, which is pretty feasible, and the CPU Time is 17.31 s, which
epresents the 28.85% of the available time. The average response grows
o 2800 ms. 

.2.3. Experiment #3: Tourists 

For the last load test, we have considered that ENIA will be open to
he tourists who visit Andalusia. Tourism in Andalusia is remarkably im-
ortant. Some typical operations of a tourist profile are regular access to
nformation systems to see components that provide information about
eaches water temperature, beaches with access for disabled people,
eaches that contain showers as well as components that have any kind
f information about points of interest and tourist locations. In 2014,
ndalusia received 24 million tourists [73] . If we assume that 2 million

ourists visit Andalusia each month, 1% of them uses ENIA mashup ap-
lication and 10% of them access concurrently to the application, we
nd that 2000 tourists access to ENIA at the same time. As before, we
lso assume that each user approximately performs an average of 3 op-
rations in one minute. This means that 6000 requests will be made per
inute, that is, 100 requests every second. So, when setting up the JMe-

er test a new thread group is created and the value of the parameters is
et to number of threads:6000 and ramp-up period:60 . The results of this
xperiment can be seen in the third row of Table 7 and graphically il-
ustrated in Fig. 15 marked in brown. Internal data obtained with Azure
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Table 8 

Azure monitoring tool experiments results. 

Metric 30 Requests 1800 Requests 6000 Requests 

Average Response Time 413 ms 2800 ms 10970 ms 
Average Memory Working Set 32.75 MB 159.27 MB 645.29 MB 
CPU Time 0.92 s 17.31 s 49.4 s 

Fig. 16. Azure monitoring tools experiments results. 
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onitoring tools can be seen in Table 8 and graphically illustrated in
ig. 16 . 

The outcomes of Apache JMeter show an average elapsed time close
o 14 seconds, which doubles the result of the above experiment. The
ercentile 95% line shows a value of 30 s.. At this point, the server
esources would have been already exceeded if the scalability rules of
he cloud resources had not been applied. When analyzing data from
zure Monitoring Tools, we can observe an average memory working
et of 645.29 MB that still does not cause any problems and a CPU Time
f 49.4 s which represents the 82% of the time available with one in-
tance. As mentioned, the cloud resources have been scaled up adding
ne more instance for two reasons: The CPU Time surpasses the 80% of
he time available and the HTTP queue length surpasses 1000 requests.

ith this configuration, the data acquisition process can manage the
ntire income request and the error rate still is 0%. 

.3. Queue management system 

As an additional measure, a queue system for managing access to the
atabase has been implemented. As we commented before, the MySQL
atabase is provided by ClearDB as “database-as-a ” service. When the
ata acquisition process manages a request, we cannot guarantee that
he interaction will be stored in the database or that the connection
21 
o third-party services will be accessible. By implementing that queue
e make sure that if we have some problem when dealing with the

equest because, for example, the database is not responding, we save
he interaction in a queue that will be processed further on. We manage
hat queue as a set of JSON files containing the interaction information
s it is received in the HTTP request. Thus, all the interactions received
re stored in the database properly. Fig. 17 graphically illustrates the
ueue. 

It is remarkable that the queue system cannot provoke a bottleneck
n the system; on the contrary, the queue system can help to recover
nteractions that could be lost because of an overload or malfunction
n the database, third-party web services or due to any other reason.
f the cloud resources are capable of processing all the requests, then,
he queue system is never used. It is only used when an interaction has
ot been processed properly. The queue management system works as
ollows. The JSON information of each interaction that cannot be pro-
essed properly is stored as the content of a file in a queue management
ystem folder. There is an automated task that is executed at a certain
eriod of time that processes each file (in that folder that contains infor-
ation related to an interaction) to save the interaction in the database,

hen the file is deleted. This task is executed every two minutes but its
requency can be easily modified according to the system needs. 
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Fig. 17. Queue management for handling HTTP requests. 
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Table 9 

Main mashup applications performance comparative. 

Operation ENIA Geckoboard CYFE MyYahoo Netvibes 

Load 4.20 s 3.74 s 2.17 s 7.08 s 1.75 s 
Add 0.62 s 4,46 s 1.08 s 1.17 s 1.39 s 
Move 0.45 s 0.54 s 0.15 s 0.89 s 0.63 s 
Delete 0.87 s 0.91 s 1.67 s 0.55 s 0.07 s 
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As commented previously, we implemented our own queue. This was
ot strictly necessary since there are already many queue management
ystems. However, most of them require some configuration in servers
r cloud resources and we wanted the data acquisition process to be as
asy as possible to replicate for other mashup user interfaces. By imple-
enting our own queue, when other developers access the Git repository

o clone or create a new brunch, they will not need to deal with servers
r cloud configuration or worry about the queue management system,
ither. 

.4. Experiment conclusion 

Once the results of the experiments have been studied, it is possible
o conclude that the data acquisition system can withstand the load con-
idering the different situations referred to herein. We might think that
he client who sends the request in the third (and harder) experiment
as to wait 50 s (the maximum elapsed time found in all experiments),
ut the truth is that the data acquisition system is totally transparent
o the client. In other words, the user ’s experience when performing an
peration in the mashup is not altered with any delay whatsoever. The
TTP request to the data acquisition is made asynchronously from the
lient without awaiting a reply. 

Furthermore, the 50 s delay (the worst time found in the hardest
xperiment) for storing the interaction in the database is not critical.
he purpose of the data acquisition system is to store the interaction for
urther purposes. For those purposes, accessing to the data and losing
n average of 13 s of interactions (the average response time in the
ardest experiment performed and worst case scenario possible) does
ot involve any critical issue and it is simply inconsiderable and feasible.

In summary, an average response time of 0.4, 2.8 and 10.9 s for
he REDIAM Staff, Andalusia Staff and Tourist experiments respectively,
re acceptable times. It certainly validates the proposed data acquisition
rocess since it is capable of managing the load test with a 100% success
ate by storing the interaction. 

The data acquisition system is ready to be applied in any mashup
pplications. Perhaps some mashups have many more users and, con-
equently, they perform more interactions per minute. Nevertheless,
hat should not compromise the proper functioning of the data acqui-
ition process. By changing the configuration, the scalability rules and
he amount of resources of the cloud pool, the data acquisition pro-
ess can be scaled up according to the needs. The data acquisition pro-
ess is located in the cloud as platform-as-a service, just as the database
s in the cloud as database as a service. One of the multiple features
ithin cloud computing is scalability [4,49] . Hence, developers should
ot worry about scalability because the storage provided is virtually in-
nite [66] . 

.5. Mashup comparative performance after the deployment of the data 

cquisition system 

The deployment of the data acquisition system entails an increase
n the resources consumption. Fortunately, most of the work is trans-
22 
arent to users and it is managed in the background without altering
he user experience. Nevertheless, an experiment has been carried out
o evaluate the performance of the ENIA mashup application after the
eployment of the data acquisition process to verify that it still have
easonable response times. To contextualize the results of the experi-
ents, we have analyzed the performance of other commercial mashup

pplications and we have compared the results. 
In the previous Section 5.2 , we have already validated through the

erformance metrics that our data acquisition approach to storing the
cquired interaction is feasible in terms of computing resources. Now,
easuring and analyzing the mashup application response time after

he deployment of the data acquisition system we can state whether
he formulated working hypothesis can be validated, i.e.- whether it is
easible or not, to create a data acquisition system capable of storing the
sers ’ interaction in a transparent way without compromising their user
xperience. 

As analyzed in Section 2 and Section 3 , there are some common op-
rations that every mashup has. We have extracted some of these oper-
tions ( Add , Move and Delete ) along the load process of the mashup
pplication to compare the time that takes to perform each one of them.
he results are shown in Table 9 and graphically illustrated in Fig. 18 . 

ENIA mashup application ranks third in the total time value. This po-
ition, just in the middle of other mashup applications shows that, even
ith the data acquisition system running, the response time is consis-

ent with other similar solutions in the market. It is remarkable that
hen performing the Add operation ENIA ranks first, considering that

his is one of the operation that can imply further resources consump-
ion because it may need additional requests to the ENIA web services.
n any case, ENIA does not rank lower than third when performing any
peration used in the comparative. 

In conclusion, we can say that our approach to the deployment of a
ata acquisition system for storing user interactions on mashup user in-
erfaces do not compromise the mashup performance. Accordingly, the
bjectively measurable working hypothesis defined in the introduction
an be answered positively. 

.6. Threats to validity 

In order to validate our proposal, we question the possible threats
hat concern the validity of the data acquisition system. We follow the
ain types of validity threats used in the literature [25] to assure that
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Fig. 18. Mashup applications load time performing operations. 

Table 10 

Threats to validity. 

Validity Type Question Answer 

Conclusion 
validity 

Does the treatment we introduced have a 
statistically significant effect on the outcome 
we measure? 

Qualitatively the data acquisition process has a significant effect. After the 
deployment of the data acquisition system, we store and have at our 
disposal the users ’ interaction with mashup application. We can use this 
data for multiple purposes (data mining, marketing, security, 
accessibility or usability, among others). Statistically, there is an 
increase of the resources consumption in the mashup cloud 
infrastructure. We have studied the impact of the data acquisition system 

in the mashup performance and the user experience is not diminished 
because most of the process are transparent to them. 

Internal Validity Did the treatment we introduced cause the 
effects on the outcome? Can other factors also 
have had an effect? 

The deployment of the data acquisition system does not alter the users ’
expected outcome. As commented, it is totally transparent to them. The 
new outcome generated with the user behavior using the mashup is used 
by internal staff only (developers, analysts, marketing specialist, data 
scientist...). 

Construct validity Does the treatment correspond to the actual 
cause we are interested in? Does the outcome 
correspond to the effect we are interested in? 

Our aim is capturing the interaction data and storing it in a relational 
database. That is exactly what we get after the deployment of the data 
acquisition system. 

External validity Is the cause and effect relationship we have 
shown valid in other situations? Can we 
generalize our results? Do the results apply in 
other contexts? 

The data acquisition can be generalized and deployed in any other mashup 
application. Depending the technologies used to build the mashup 
application certain assumptions should be made. In this paper, we 
deploy the data acquisition system in a real scenario: a component-based 
architecture using the COScore infrastructure. It has been also applied in 
other two real scenarios: a mashup that manages home-automation 
components and a mashup application built using polymer technology 
from Google. 
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he relationship between conclusions and reality is not wrong. Table 10
iscuss the following validity threats: Conclusion validity, Internal va-
idity, Construct validity and External Validity. These questions are an-
lyzed and by answering positively them we can validate our proposal.

. Conclusions and future work 

In this article, we have presented a data acquisition strategy to al-
ow mashup user interfaces to store the interaction (performed by users
ver the mashup) into a relational database using a microservice-based
rchitecture. To our knowledge, and in comparison to the above ana-
23 
yzed related work in the literature, the work presented in this article is
he first in the mashup User Interfaces literature that addresses the prob-
em of capturing the human-computer interactions performed by users
ver mashup user interfaces through a flexible data acquisition system
ith the aim of storing such interactions in a relational database. 

The article reports the following R&D activities that we have con-
ucted: 

— We have deeply investigated the morphology of mashup user inter-
faces and we have proposed a database schema to store the interac-
tion based, not only on the mashup morphology, but also on the in-
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formation managed by these information systems, according to their
users and services. 

— A microservice architecture has been designed and a data acquisition
system has been deployed in order to acquire data from mashup ap-
plications whose user interfaces run distributed across multiple de-
vices. 

— Each microservice is service-oriented and has its own REST web ser-
vice to facilitate an agile development as well as an easy software
test, inspection and maintenance. 

— The interaction data is processed and stored in a relational database
so it can be easily accessible for further purposes (e.g., data search-
ing, data mining, marketing, security, accessibility, usability or
traceability of interaction data, among others). 

— Agile methodologies including Continuous Integration (CI) and
SOLID principles have been used in order to ensure the software
quality. 

— The architecture proposed and, consequently, the data acquisition
system have not only been designed but also implemented and de-
ployed in a cloud environment. In this respect, we have defined the
cloud infrastructure that sustains the interaction data acquisition sys-
tem as well as its scalability. 

— Descriptions of the key parts of the process as well as several BPMN
diagrams have been described. Moreover, a public Git repository
with the source code of a real deployment is available. 

— Three load tests based on real situations have been performed to
analyze the validity of the proposed data acquisition system. 

— Both tests and analysis have been applied to a data acquisition sys-
tem case study in order to validate the deployment and to study
its reliability and performance. An empirical study analyzing a real
mashup User Interface has been discussed. 

— A performance comparison of several real mashup applications in
the market is done and analyzed. 

To validate the study (and the paper), we answer to the research
uestion formulated as working hypothesis by ensuring that: 

a) The data acquisition properly extracts the user interaction in mashup
application properly; 

b) The performance of storing the users interaction in a relational
database make our approach affordable; 

c) The response time of the data acquisition system is good enough to
not harm the user experience in the platform, preserving the mashup
application with a response time even better that other solutions
in the market, ensuring that the data acquisition system is totally
transparent to end-users. 

In conclusion, we propose a flexible data acquisition system to ac-
uire and store the users ’ interaction with mashup user interfaces. We
ave conducted a performance validation of the data acquisition system
eployed in a real scenario obtaining good results and we have discussed
he threads of validity that can affect to our proposed strategy with good
esults. We can state that the proposed approach is feasible and it solves
he problem of capturing the users ’ interaction with mashup software
pplications. In addition, we provide a guideline that will allow devel-
pers to easily adapt this strategy in their applications. 

As future work, the proposal presented in this article can be extended
nd adapted to discover behavioral patterns for creating prediction mod-
ls by using machine learning, cloud computing and big data techniques
longside software engineering and model transformation perspectives.
he exploitation of the kind of data acquired by the data acquisition
ystem proposed in this article can bring some insight that can be in-
erred to some rules and be applied in mashup user interfaces, leading
o a better user ’s experience. 

Regarding to the applications of the algorithms, a considerable
mount of data is required. If the collection of data acquired by the
ata acquisition process in the real case study provided is not enough,
 data generator implementation might be needed for further steps. In
24 
uch case, a semi-arbitrary system could be modeled; this system could
e based on real behavioral patterns, identified by user tests which can
e carried out by real subjects under the supervision of expertise re-
earchers on this matter. 

Finally, as a future challenge, it is a desired goal the evolution of the
ashup applications based on the knowledge generated by the machine

earning algorithms. Through the automation of data analysis, it might
e possible to create a seamless process that could work autonomously
owards the evolution of mashup user interfaces. 
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